North Korea has 1st case of coronavirus infection: report

By Park Si-soo

A North Korean woman living in Pyongyang recently tested positive for coronavirus and those who had contact with her are being quarantined, a South Korean newspaper reported on Friday, citing a source in the reclusive state.

The woman showed symptoms of the infection after a trip to China, according to the JoongAng Ilbo. Further information – including personal details of the patient, the exact date of her infection and her condition – remains unknown.

North Korea's state broadcaster said on Feb. 2 that the country had yet to confirm any case of infection, its most recent update. If the report is true, the woman's infection would have been confirmed early this week.

"As the chances of coronavirus spreading into North Korea increase, authorities started putting all people who had overseas trips recently into quarantine for a certain period," the source was quoted as saying. "The first patient is a woman living in Pyongyang. All people who had contact with her are being quarantined."

Last week, the North announced the launch of a national emergency system against the virus, calling the preventive efforts a "political matter" that could determine the country's fate.

It has closed its borders with China and initiated measures to avoid fallout from the pathogenic disaster.
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North Korea on highest alert to protect Pyongyang from coronavirus

North Korea is exerting every effort to prevent the new coronavirus from reaching Pyongyang, the country's state media said Saturday. The capital's anti-epidemic headquarters is me...
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Life or death: A glimpse into North Korea shivering with coronavirus fears [PHOTOS]

North Korea is yet to confirm any case of infection, but it has intensified preventive efforts against coronavirus. It has tightened its borders with China and increased its quaran...
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Bhart Kumar
I am making $95 bucks hours for working from domestic and if you receive this is cool, my remoted from friend has dual babies and made over $16k her first month. it feels so splendid getting a considerable amount of coins whilst others have to paintings for such appreciably less. without delay and earn extra cash in low aid , i am just so merry that i found some solutions regarding it............
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